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[Editor's Note: Snap Inc.'s statement was available as of January 11, 2017, at
https://www.snap.com/en-US/news/.]

Snap Inc., the U.S.-based company behind popular messaging app Snapchat, will book its
advertising revenue from the U.K. and other countries through a U.K. entity so it can pay British
taxes, but contrary to media reports, London will not serve as its global base.
"Today, the media reported that we selected London as our international [headquarters]. That is
not true," Snap said in a statement posted on its website on January 10, adding that the
company has only one headquarters, located in the Venice neighborhood of Los Angeles, as
well as many offices around the world. "We did, however, make a change to the way we operate
our business in London."
By billing its advertising revenue through the U.K., the company will be able to pay taxes there,
"which we believe is part of being a good local partner as we grow our business," Snap said.
"We want to pay taxes in the countries where we sell advertising, and this is an important step
in building the infrastructure to achieve that goal."
Snap will reportedly expand its London office and add new staff. The office will be responsible
for ad sales to customers in the U.K. and countries where it lacks an office, such as France,
Australia, and Canada, according to reports.
Other U.S. multinationals have announced restructuring plans involving the U.K. in recent years,
including McDonald's, which announced in December 2016 that it would shift several functions
from its Luxembourg office to a new international holding company based and domiciled in the
U.K. for tax purposes. The new structure would book most of the royalties McDonald's receives
from licensing its global intellectual property rights outside the U.S. (Prior coverage .)
Facebook also announced in March 2016 that it would route U.K. advertising sales through its
U.K. subsidiary instead of its Irish unit, and Amazon in May 2015 changed its EU business
structure so it books retail sales in the U.K. and other EU jurisdictions instead of in Luxembourg.
(Prior coverage
and .)
Snap's move is not entirely surprising, according to Ray McCann of Joseph Hage Aaronson LLP
and vice president of the Chartered Institute of Taxation. The U.K. corporate tax rate is set to
decrease, "and realistically, they will get a low tax rate in London without the grief associated
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The U.K. corporation tax rate has fallen from 28 percent to 20 percent, and will be cut further
still to 17 percent by 2020. (Prior coverage .)
"They may also be factoring in a post-Brexit U.K., where tax competition is more necessary than
in the past and see opportunities to operate within the U.K. at low rates protected from the EU,"
McCann added.
Douglas S. Stransky of Sullivan & Worcester LLP pointed out that action 7
of the OECD's
base erosion and profit-shifting project addresses common tax avoidance strategies used to get
around the existing definition of a permanent establishment and aims to prevent the exploitation
of exceptions to the PE definition, particularly those related to activities that are "preparatory
and auxiliary" in nature, which is especially relevant in the digital economy.
"As such, you are going to see more challenges to the question of whether U.S.-based
multinationals have a PE in a particular jurisdiction at the same time that countries are going to
narrow definitions of agency, for example, in their corporate tax laws," Stransky said.
"So, if you have to conclude that you have a PE in a country, the U.K. seems to be a good place
to do that," he added, noting the U.K.'s planned corporate tax rate decrease. "To the extent that
tech companies evaluate the question of PE through the action 7 lens, they will conclude that
they, in fact, have PEs in particular countries and will begin to record revenue there."
Snap's statement that it has not chosen London for its international headquarters but will book
its ad sales there is odd, according to Friedemann Thomma of Venable LLP. "At the surface
level, there's a tension right there, because usually headquarters functions demand a higher
revenue allocation to that jurisdiction," he said.
Nonetheless, Snap's recent decision is symptomatic of what Thomma described as a "postcreative tax planning phase," in which multinational enterprises are recognizing that the creative
tax planning techniques that have been so common in the past need to be adjusted. He pointed
to the increased pressure multinationals are experiencing on tax, thanks to such factors as the
European Commission's tax-related state aid investigations into such companies as Apple
and Starbucks
and higher levels of scrutiny from various tax authorities. (Prior coverage
and

.)

Snap's decision, along with similar decisions by other companies, clearly and directly are made
in anticipation of changes coming as a result of the OECD's BEPS project, particularly the
exchange of country-by-country reports under action 13 , according to Thomma.
"What companies are saying now is: 'It's great if we have a fantastic structure, but if it invites
scrutiny from both governments and the public, that comes with a cost,'" Thomma said.
Snap's decision also indicates a trend away from such jurisdictions as Ireland and Luxembourg,
and toward the U.K., which has been trying to position itself as an attractive taxing jurisdiction
for some time, he added. The U.K. has been proactive in reducing its corporate tax rate to 17
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with being located in Luxembourg or Ireland," he said, adding that Snap would also sidestep
ongoing media criticism of technology companies.
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He also speculated, without knowing the details of Snap's legal structure, that much of Snap's
EU revenues are generated in jurisdictions with higher tax rates than the U.K.'s, so there is a
benefit in reallocating those revenues to the U.K., where they have operations.
"It's clear to me they have enough people over there . . . and they're recognizing that the U.K. is
not such a bad place to do business in," he said.
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percent by 2020, and introduced its diverted profits tax as a clear response to Ireland, Thomma
noted.

